SERUM PIGMENT EPITHELIUM DERIVED FACTOR AS A NEW MARKER IN THE METABOLIC SYNDROME
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ABSTRACT

Background: Metabolic syndrome represents a cluster of related metabolic abnormalities, including central obesity, hyperglycemia, hypertension, dyslipidemia, and insulin resistance, with insulin resistance and central obesity in particular recognized as causative factors. Aim of the study: to determine serum level of Serum pigment epithelium derived factor (PEDF) and to examine whether PEDF serum level are associated with metabolic syndrome risk factor. Materials and Methods: The present study was conducted on 90 subjects subdivided into two groups. Patient group included 70 patients with metabolic syndrome attending the outpatient clinic in Benha University Hospital, and control group, this group included 20 apparently healthy individuals. Blood samples were drawn from all subjects to assess serum levels of PEDF, Hs-CRP, lipid profile, F.B.S, creatinine and uric acid. Results: PEDF level was significantly higher in patient group than control group, significant elevation of Hs-CRP, FBS, TG, LDL-cholesterol and uric acid in patient group versus control group and significant decrease of HDL-cholesterol in patient group versus control group. Significant positive correlation between PEDF (patient group) and each of the components of Metabolic syndromeas BMI,WC, LDL-cholesterol and total cholesterol, triglyceride, systolic &diastolic blood pressure and the accumulation of the number of this component collectively. Conclusion: Based on the evidence presented within the study, PEDF correlate significantly with metabolic syndrome and could provide a minimally-invasive mean for early detection and specific treatment of this disorder. Further research is encouraged to determine the efficacy of applying this biomarker fordiagnosis of metabolic syndrome.

INTRODUCTION

Metabolic syndrome is a cluster of metabolic abnormalities which confers upon an individual a substantial increase in cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk - approximately twice as high as those without the syndrome. Compared to those without metabolic syndrome, those with it are at an increased risk of mortality from CVD, coronary heart disease, stroke, vascular dysfunction, and all-cause mortality¹.

Several different organizations have outlined diagnostic criteria for metabolic syndrome, which designates values for obesity (waist circumference or BMI), triglyceride levels, HDL (High Density Lipoprotein) levels, hypertension, hyperglycemia, and sometimes urine albumin or albumin: creatinine ratio². Regardless of which criteria are used, the primary concern is early detection of potential CVD complications and early intervention³.⁴

Though the NCEP ATP III report and WHO have both identified CVD as the primary clinical outcome of metabolic syndrome, most people with metabolic syndrome will have insulin resistance, which results in increased risk for type 2 diabetes. Once diabetes becomes clinically apparent, CVD risk rises sharply. In addition to CVD and type 2 diabetes, individuals with metabolic syndrome are seemingly more susceptible to other conditions, including polycystic ovary syndrome, fatty liver, cholesterol gallstones, asthma, sleep disturbances, and some forms of cancer, such as breast, pancreatic, colorectal, and prostate⁵,⁶.

Pigment epithelium-derived factor (PEDF) is an endogenously produced glycoprotein with a molecular weight of 50 kD, occurring commonly in various organs and exhibiting diverse biological activity⁷. It belongs to the super family of serine protease inhibitors acting like substrates rather than inhibitors of serine proteases. It is synthesized especially in the liver, but
also in a wide range of human tissues such as the lung, brain, kidney, and adipose tissue (10).

PEDF is a potent inhibitor of angiogenesis and shows differentiating activity in cells derived from retina and central nervous system and blocks fibrogenesis in diabetic kidneys through inhibition of transforming growth factor beta and connective tissue growth factor expression and function. Moreover, it inhibits endothelial cell injury in vitro suggesting the involvement of PEDF in atherosclerosis. It was discovered that PEDF levels are associated with metabolic syndrome and several coronary risk factors (9). It is believed that PEDF has neuroprotective properties (10) acts as an antioxidant and anti-inflammatory agent (11) inhibits cellular proliferation and supports cell differentiation. (12)

2-patient and methods

The study was conducted since October 2012 to May 2014 at Department of Clinical and Chemical pathology, Faculty of medicine, Benha University, after approval by the Local Ethical Committee, the study was designed to include 90 subjects subdivided into two groups. Patients' group: included 70 patients with metabolic syndrome attending the Outpatient Clinic of Diabetes and Metabolism in Benha University Hospital. They were 38 males and 32 females. And control group: this group included twenty apparently healthy individuals of matched age and sex. They were 9 females and 11 males. Patients with acute or chronic inflammation, liver disease, kidney disease and diabetic patients were excluded. All patients were subjected to full history laying stress on diet habits, drug intake, family history of obesity and use of tobacco and alcohol. Anthropometric measurements included: weight in kilograms, height in centimeters, body mass index (kg/m²) calculated by the formula: [BMI =Weight (in kg) / Height (in meter)²] and waist circumference in centimeters. Blood pressure (BP) was measured in supine position using an upright standard sphygmomanometer. Vigorous physical activity and smoking were avoided for at least 30 min before BP measurement.

Five milliliters of overnight fasting venous blood were withdrawn from each participant in the study under complete aseptic precautions into serum separator tubes. After coagulation, samples were centrifuged (at 1500 g for 15 minutes). The separated serum was divided into two aliquots. One was designated for the immediate assay biochemical markers. The other one was stored at -20°C for subsequent assay of PEDF and HS-CRP. Hemolysed samples were discarded.

Laboratory investigations which included: lipids [total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol and triglycerides] fasting blood glucose, creatinine and uric acid, were measured using commercially available kits using autoanalyzer (Biosystem BT 310 Barcelona- Spain). LDL-C was calculated using the Friedewald's equation (13).

Measurement of (PEDF) by ELISA

PEDF was measured using BioVendor human ELISA kits provided by BioVendor- Laboratoriummedicinaa.s. (Karasek, 1767/6211, 00 Brno, Czech Republic) Briefly: standards, quality controls and samples were incubated in micro titration wells coated with polyclonal anti-human PEDF antibody. After incubation and washing, biotin labeled polyclonal anti-human PEDF antibody was added and incubated with captured PEDF. After another washing, streptavidin-HRP conjugate was added. After incubation and the last washing step, Conjugate was allowed to react with the substrate solution (TMB). Reaction was stopped by addition of acidic solution and absorbance of the resulting yellow product was measured. The absorbance was proportional to the concentration of PEDF. A standard curve was constructed by plotting absorbance value against concentrations of standards, and concentrations of samples were determined using this standard curve (14).

Measurement of (HS-CRP) by ELISA

Highly sensitive CRP was measured using Accu-bind ELISA kits provided by Monbind Inc. lake fores, CA92630 USA.

The microtiter plate provided in this kit had been precoated with an antibody specific to CRP. Standards or samples were then added to the appropriate microtiter plate wells with a HRP-conjugated antibody preparation specific for CRP to each microplate well and incubated. Then a TMB (3,3’,5,5’-tetramethyl-benzidine) substrate solution was added to each well. Only those wells that contain CRP, HRP-conjugated antibody exhibited a change in color. The enzyme-substrate reaction was terminated by the addition of a sulphuric acid solution and the color change was measured spectrophotometrically at a wavelength of 450 nm. The concentration of CRP in the samples was then determined by comparing the O.D. of the samples to the standard curve(15).

RESULTS

Comparison between studied groups as regard anthropometric measures showed that there was significant increase in WC and BMI in patients' group (P<0.001) (Fig1).

**Figure 1** Comparison between studied groups as regard BMI (Kg/m²) and waist circumference (cm)
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**Figure 2** Comparison between studied groups as regard lipid profile (mg/dl)

Blood pressure measurement revealed statistically significant increase in patients' group versus control group (P<0.001).
Laboratory results showed that there was statistically significant increase in both fasting serum glucose and uric acid in patients' group versus control group (P<0.001), while there was no significant difference between both groups regarding serum creatinine level.

Lipid profile analyses showed that there was statistically significant increase in the mean total cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL-cholesterol levels and statistically significant decrease in HDL cholesterol levels in patients' group versus control group (P<0.001) (Fig 3).

PEDF was statistically significantly increased in patients' group (56.38±10.78 µg/ml) versus control (27.99±6.86 µg/ml) group (P<0.001), showing significant positive correlations with both Hs-CRP and number of components of metabolic syndrome (r=0.420, P<0.001) in the patients' group (Fig 3).

Stepwise multiple regression analysis of PEDF with the risk factors of the metabolic syndrome showed that only HDL & total cholesterol were significant independent determinants of serum PEDF levels, the remaining factors were not independently related to PEDF (Table 1a). And it also shows that PEDF is a significant predictor of the number of components of metabolic syndrome (Table 1b).

ROC curve analysis showed that PEDF sensitivity and specificity for the presence of metabolic syndrome were 83.6% and 53.5% respectively at a cut-off value of 53.5 µg/ml (AUC=0.683, 95% CI 0.43-0.83) (Fig 5).

**Table 1a** Stepwise multiple regression analysis of PEDF with the risk factors of the metabolic syndrome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>0.204</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b_0</td>
<td>58.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL(mg/dl)</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.Cholesterol (mg/dl)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1b**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>0.177</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b_0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDF(µg/ml)</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3** Correlation between PEDF (µg/ml) and HS CRP (mg/L) among the patients' group

**Figure 4** Correlation between PEDF and number of components of metabolic syndrome

**Figure 5** ROC curve analysis of PEDF and metabolic syndrome presence

**DISCUSSION**

Metabolic syndrome is a multifactorial condition that stems from obesity as the causative factor, though the exact mechanism is yet to be determined. Many suggest that oxidative stress, the hallmark of obesity, is linked to a chronic low-grade inflammation. The induced systemic oxidative stress is thought to be at least partly responsible for the dysregulated secretion of adipokines that contributes to metabolic syndrome (16).

A panel of biomarkers such as PEDF could be used clinically to help predict and establish metabolic syndrome in individuals would be of immense value, not only in treating those that already have the syndrome, but in decreasing the overall prevalence of the disease in the general population.

Liver is the major site of PEDF (Pigment Epithelium Derived Factor) synthesis, (17) The mechanism of its action remains largely unclear. Antifibrogenic activity of intrahepatic PEDF has been demonstrated (18). PEDF is secreted by fat cells as well, playing a role in the development of insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome, and liver steatosis (9,19-23).

Results of this study revealed significant positive correlation between PEDF and each of BMI and WC. These findings go on line with another study performed by Stejskal et al. (23) who concluded that PEDF is correlated with BMI and that PEDF is
positively associated with obesity, particularly with visceral fat depot in Caucasian subjects.

According to the results of this study, correlation tests have revealed a positive correlation between PEDF and each of total cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, and it was significant with triglyceride. On the other hand, there was a significant negative correlation with HDL-cholesterol. This results were approved by Yamagishi et al. (9) who found significant negative correlation between PEDF and HDL cholesterol and significant positive correlation with triglycerides. Also correlation tests have revealed a positive correlation between PEDF and fasting serum glucose levels.

In the setting of insulin resistance, increased flux of free fatty acids to the liver increases hepatic triglyceride synthesis. Thus, hypertriglyceridaemia is an excellent reflection of the insulin resistant condition, reduction of HDL is a consequence of changes in HDL composition and metabolism. In the presence of hypertriglyceridaemia, a decrease in the cholesterol content of HDL results from decreases in the cholesteryl ester content of the lipoprotein core with variable increases in triglyceride, in addition to HDL, the composition of LDL is also modified in a similar way. This change in LDL composition is attributable to relative depletion of unesterified and esterified cholesterol, and phospholipids, with either no change or an increase in LDL triglyceride (24).

Regarding metabolic syndrome component and the accumulation of the number of co- components of metabolic syndrome & according to the results of this study, correlation tests have revealed a significant positive correlation between PEDF and the accumulation of number of metabolic syndrome components. This results were in agree with a study done by Yamagishi et al. (9) and the salient findings of the study was that PEDF levels were not only associated with the components of metabolic syndrome but also higher in proportion to the accumulation of the number of components.

The association of PEDF with MetS and its components has been verified in many previous studies (21) PEDF level was identified as an independent predictor for the development of MetS (25).

Our study showed a positive correlation between PEDF and each of systolic and diastolic blood pressure. This is in line with Sabater et al. (26) who found that the changes in circulating PEDF concentration were positively associated with the changes in systolic and diastolic blood pressure after controlling for the change in BMI; however, only the association with systolic blood pressure remained significant.

Previous studies concluded that plasma PEDF correlated significantly with metabolic parameters including BP, DM duration, HbA1c, triglycerides, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, BMI, and WC as well as with hypertension/use of antihypertensive and use of lipid-lowering drugs (27).

In a study by Kajikawa et al. (28) they concluded that serum level of PEDF was significantly correlated with body mass index, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, glucose, and that it may be a factor directly associated with atherosclerosis Others also reported that plasma PEDF was positively associated with obesity indices and diabetic vascular complications. (29).

This was against a study made by Li et al. (30) who investigate serum PEDF levels in GDM women there was no correlation between PEDF concentration with age, week of gestation, prepregnancy BMI, and blood lipids levels.

In the present study stepwise multiple regression analysis of PEDF with the risk factors of the metabolic syndrome showed that only HDL & T.cholesterol were significant predictors of PEDF, the remaining factors were not independently related to PEDF, it also shows that PEDF is significant predictor of component of metabolic syndrome. In a study made by Stejskal et al. (21) multivariate analysis revealed that no measured parameters were significant independent determinants of PEDF serum level. Evaluation of test validity characters using ROC curve defined a moderate diagnostic yield of PEDF with sensitivity 83.6 % and specificity 53.3% at a cut off value 53.5 µg/ml.

Akin et al. (31) concluded that PEDF is increased in obese type 2 diabetic humans, so therapeutic strategies to inhibit PEDF action in muscle and liver or to prevent adipocyte PEDF release may represent a viable approach to ameliorate obesity-induced insulin resistance and its associated pathologies.

CONCLUSION

Metabolic syndrome is a condition with genetic and acquired etiologies that results in CVD complications in populations across the world given the rates of obesity, hypertension, and diabetes. PEDF level in blood is elevated in patients with metabolic syndrome with a known and predictable associations and can provide a useful means to detect those at risk and intervene as needed. Depending on the available knowledge that PEDF possesses anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory properties, serum PEDF levels may be elevated as a counter system in the metabolic syndrome.
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